CAPILLARY SUPPLEMENT FOR TREATMENT AND
REDENSIFICATION

MEGA PROTEIN
TECHNICAL BOOK

THIN AND BRITTLE HAIR

The hair is divided into three parts: cuticle, cortex and medulla, when one of them is altered, the others
also suffer.
When subjecting the hair strands to various aggressions, such as chemical processes, excessive heat, as
well as the lack of hydration and even poor nutrition, the hair cuticles are more open than they should be
and leave the inside of the strand exposed, which causes a considerable loss of mass.
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THIN AND BRITTLE HAIR

Thin, weak and brittle hair are the next
consequences, combined with loss of elasticity
and shine, in addition to causing the hair to frizz
and have a lack of trim.
As the hair strands that lose mass have no
internal structure or resistance inside, the
solution is to invest in treatments to replace
substances normally present in the hair.
The treatment is a safe option to reconstruct the
strands, which will present a significant
improvement in their appearance, especially in
creating the most beautiful and fuller trim.

Capillary supplements, potent products that focus
on protein recharge, mass replacement and amino
acids, are great allies. Since they leave the hair
strands completely filled, also helping with
resistance.
But when choosing a product, prioritize those that
in addition to replenishing the mass, also give
potent hydration, in order to keep the hair healthy
and resistant in the long run.

MEGA PROTEIN
Maxiline hair supplment
The Mega Protein line works as a biocapillary
supplement, capable of increasing strength and
resistance, in addition to promoting a significant
increase in other vital resources for hair health
and beauty such as: elasticity, shine, hydration,
protection, maintenance and texture smoothing.

LINE

PROTEIN SHAMPOO

Formula exclusively developed with a vegetable base to act
on the capillary structure and create a bio-affinity network
between the components of the formula and the hair strand.
It promotes a gentle cleansing preventing the drying of the
fiber without leaving accumulative residues, preparing the
hair to receive the pro-filler and wheat protein technology.

LINE

PROTEIN CONDITIONER

The Protein Conditioner has in its formulation bio amino
acids that regenerate the hair fiber, eliminates the dry
effect and promotes an effective protective action.
The synergy of the active ingredients eliminates the dry
aspect of the hair, leaving it soft and easy to comb.
Stronger hair with each use.

LINE

HIGH IMPACT HYDRATION MEGA PROTEIN

Mega Protein was developed from the concepts of
molecular adhesion that forms a structural amino
matrix to increase the diameter of the hair aged and
repair the hair of the damage cascade from the first
use.

VERSIONS

SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONER 1.5L AND
1.1 KG HYDRATION

Professional line: Perfect for professional
use in beauty salons.

SHAMPOO AND CONDIOTINER 500ML AND
500G HYDRATION

Home Care line: Perfect for family
use, and continuous treatment at
home.

BENEFITS

Bio-affinity with hair fiber

Increased hair strand diameter

Root to tip treatment

High impact hydration

Hair strand regenerator

Total protection, resistance and
strength

Anti-breakage action
Immediate recovery
Pro-filler technology
Bio Capillary Supplement

ACTIVES

Vegetable Biotin
Water-soluble vitamin B complex, which contributes to hair health and vitality.
Bio Amino Acids
Association of plant assets that promote hair growth, strength, resistance and realignment.
REPARAGE ™
It is a system composed of an Amino-Structural Matrix responsible for the exclusive
Pro.FILLERR effect (increase in diameter) of the aged hair strand and repair of internal
damage. It promotes a reverse repair of the damage caused by physical, chemical, thermal
and environmental stress and prevents the cascade of damage that results in a progression
of structural changes in the fiber that go beyond dryness, hair breakage and other visible
signs of capillary aging.

STEP BY STEP

1 | Apply the shampoo on wet hair, massaging gently. Rinse,
and if necessary, repeat the operation.
2 | After removing the shampoo, distribute the conditioner
throughout the capillary region and massage strand by
strand for 3 to 5 minutes. Rinse the hair by removing the
product completely.
3 | For intense hydration, after washing your hair, apply the
BIO PROTEIN SYSTEM - HIGH IMPACT HYDRATION treatment
over the entire capillary region, massaging gently. Aply strand
by strand, allowing to act for 10 to 15 minutes. Rinse the hair
removing all the product. Finish by styling your hair to your
liking

STEP BY STEP
PROFESSIONAL'S TIPS

Correct cleansing of the scalp
also helps to strengthen hair
follicles. Never wash the hair
strands with hot water: prefer
warm or cold temperatures.

Always use in addition to the
shampoo, conditioner and masks
suitable for the purpose of
replacing
capillary
mass.
Products for other purposes can
make the hair even thinner.

When styling your hair, the
finishing touches can make a
difference in creating the perfect
hairstyle. Hair finishing products
and leave-ins are a good choice,
because in addition to being
super light and leaving the touch
of the hair wonderful, they also
increase the shine.

